3 Govt. Witnesses Linked in Latest Plot to Deport Bridges

SUP Members—Longshoremen Unite on Steamer

Shippers Declare War

July 15, 1939

A GULF DISTRICT COMMITTEE to act as a mediator between the ILWU and the employers about the Bridges deportation case is to start working today.

The ILWU members in the Gulf District, which includes New Orleans, Mobile, and Galveston, voted overwhelmingly last night to support the committee.

The committee was ordered to be established by a letter from the ILWU's national headquarters in New York.

The letter stated that the committee would be composed of three members from each of the three districts in the Gulf area.

The local committees are to be appointed by the local ILWU unions.

The letter also stated that the committee would be charged with the duty of working out a plan for the deportation of Bridges.

The letter was signed by Chief Executive Officer of the ILWU, W. D. Roosevelet.
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Voice Brings You Life Story of Harry Bridges

By Lawrence Kennedy

By far the most popular and well known of the visiting labor leaders in the Northwest is Harry Bridges. The rank and file of the International Longshoremen's Union of this coast have never been so well organized as under his leadership. For years he has been the recognized leader in labor circles throughout the Pacific Northwest.

His life story is interesting in more ways than one, for it will be found that he has been brought up in the United States, but his father was a Norwegian. Young Harry Bridges loved his country and his home and had decided he would live on until all his dreams were realized, and he lived his dream.

When the waterfalls of the Columbia River were discovered, a gold rush took place, and the country was changed forever. The United States, in order to get the gold, opened its doors to all who would work hard and take in the gold.

Harry Bridges was one of the first to take advantage of this opportunity, and he worked hard and became a wealthy man. He returned to his native country and became a successful business man, and was a leader in society.

In the end, he died of natural causes, but his life story is one of inspiration to all who would strive for greatness. He will be remembered as a great man who lived a good life and died a good death.
Editorial

More About

We Want Peace but Owners Want War

(Continued from Page 3)

We have a policy of non-intervention. We desire to keep our hands clean and our heads free of fear. We cannot afford to be afraid of the war alarm. We cannot afford to be afraid of the war fear. We cannot afford to be afraid of the war danger.

We want peace. We want to live in a world of peace. We want to live in a world of freedom. We want to live in a world of justice. We want to live in a world of happiness.
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Commemorated Bloody Thursday...
Headquarters’ Notes

Meeting convened usual time, usual place, with Rev. Walter J. Stack celebrating the conclusion of his high school activities. S. President, B. H. Chandler, was named as Chairman.

In the Finance, after the temporary setbacks of the previous week, a satisfactory showing was made, and, after deducting one hundred and ten dollars for the City Group Center, an additional thirty dollars and fourteen dollars over goes to the reserve.

The payments on old bills were ten dollars to the District Treasurer, twenty dollars to the V.F.W., twenty-five dollars assumed in lieu of the soup kitchen bill owing since the previous month for the hundred and twenty dollars on the capital tax.

The weekly payments have certainly been mowing down the pile of back bills. It won’t be long now before the treasury fund will be up towards the ten thousand dollar mark, It was!!

The latter part of June was a very profitable month for the Federation’s works, and this month it was a very profitable month for the Federation’s works.

The progress in the negotiations with the Matson Steamship Company was a matter of great interest, and the assistance for a while, possibly $7.50 or $10.00 a week for the corner fine, fries its own eggs, patches its own pants, and is ready to appear before the Board for the fine on any number of occasions.

The meetings of the Board of Directors were held on the third days of the month, with the Board of Directors present, and the minutes of the previous meeting read and approved.

The payment on old bills were ten dollars to the District Treasurer, twenty dollars to the V.F.W., twenty-five dollars assumed in lieu of the soup kitchen bill owing since the previous month for the hundred and twenty dollars on the capital tax.
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The progress in the negotiations with the Matson Steamship Company was a matter of great interest, and the assistance for a while, possibly $7.50 or $10.00 a week for the corner fine, fries its own eggs, patches its own pants, and is ready to appear before the Board for the fine on any number of occasions.

The meetings of the Board of Directors were held on the third days of the month, with the Board of Directors present, and the minutes of the previous meeting read and approved.

Winos Review International Situation

Stages Steps To Be Taken!

Like many other people, Wins are used to theblems that go with the world, and they are used to the idea of working hard to meet these problems. But they are not used to the idea of being able to control their own destiny, of being able to say what they want to do.

The workers of the world are not used to the idea of being able to control their own destiny, of being able to say what they want to do.
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Fishermen “Shake-Down” Outlined; Now Uniting Against Cannery Operators

SAN DIEGO.—Fishermen here under the A.P.L. banner, as they are termed, are not only the blackmailed of forty cents per day but they are in addition to dues and assessments they are robbed of their actions by the position of having their wages taken out of their pay envelopes. Their wages are paid direct by the cannery operators to the fishermen as members of the conservancy and they are permitted to retain the amount of their dues and assessments.

The fishermen, who are unable to vote on matters that concern the purchasing of their wages, are also unable to vote on the membership of the conservancy. The conservancy is controlled by the cannery operators with no checks against their actions. The fishermen are also unable to vote on the payment of money to the conservancy.

The fishermen are now uniting against the cannery operators and are demanding that the wages they receive should be paid to them direct, as members of the conservancy, and that they should be permitted to vote on matters that concern them.

Longshoremen Are Tough, but You Read the Story

Longshoremen are tough—but you read the story. You read the story of old Jake, the onetime member of Steve’s gang—an old-fashioned gangster. Old Jake was gunned down by a local police officer. You read the story of old Jake, the onetime member of Steve’s gang, an old-fashioned gangster.

Counsel ELECT Officials for Coming Year

The Washington District Council of the United Mine Workers held its annual session last week, and elected new officials for the coming year. The new officers are: J. P. Osterman, president; J. P. Hixson, secretary-treasurer; and A. B. Rosser, auditor.

Newspaper reports indicate that the miners are in better shape than ever before. The miners are reported to be in good health and are working hard.

Mass Campaign Against “Oil Companies”

NEW YORK.—A mass campaign is being conducted against the oil companies by the Workers Defense League, a branch of the United Mine Workers. The campaign is being conducted to bring public attention to the fact that the oil companies are profiting from the war and are hindering the production of munitions.

The Workers Defense League has called a mass meeting in New York City to discuss the campaign. The meeting will be held at the Labor Temple on September 10th.

IWA Closes Begin

SPRINGFIELD, Ill.—The International Workers of the World (I.W.W.) held its annual convention here last week, and closed the proceedings with a resolution calling for the immediate establishment of a general strike throughout the country.

The resolution was adopted by a vote of 500 to 100. It was signed by all the delegates to the convention.

In Memory

The entire membership of the Marine Cooks and Stewards noms the loss of three of their union brothers who were lost at sea during the week.

J. Southern—No. 2497

White Fox—No. 1695

N. Burn—No. 2171

In the Hospital:

San Diego

R. G. Wood

N. H. N. Miller

S. S. Portege—No. 765

Demand Labor Unity

— Demanding Labor Unity

San Pedro

San Pedro—Chairman of the Marine Cooks and Stewards Union of San Pedro, California, announced that the union would take action in the case of the three fishermen who were lost at sea.

The union is demanding labor unity and is prepared to take action in the case of the three fishermen who were lost at sea.
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17 ILWU Members Indicted

In Latest Employer Move

By PHILIP NASH

Los Angeles, Calif. (Special to the Telegram)

Seven fishermen were indicted in Los Angeles County Grand Jury

LATEST FRAME-UP

The Los Angeles County Grand Jury on Thursday, July 11th, indicted seven fishermen on charges of stealing food and property from a ship.

The fishermen were arrested on charges of stealing food and property from a ship.

The fishermen were arrested on charges of stealing food and property from a ship. The names of the fishermen are not yet known.

The charges are

1. Conspiring to steal

2. Stealing

3. Possessing stolen property

4. Receiving stolen property

5. Grand theft

6. Petty theft

7. Receiving stolen property

The fishermen were arrested on charges of stealing food and property from a ship.

The fishermen were arrested on charges of stealing food and property from a ship.
Bridges Case Reviewed So All May Know True Facts

Why Harry Bridges Filed First Citizenship Papers Three Times

SAN FRANCISCO—Whenever and wherever the name of Harry Bridges comes up, one of the questions always asked is, "Why 19 years in the United States, why?"

To the satisfaction of all the officials had become obvious to him.

Why Harry Bridges

Bridges. He entered the port of Portland, Oregon.
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Bridges. He entered the port of Portland, Oregon.

Principals in Bridges Case for Gov't

Major Lawrence Milner—This witness, and admitted pur- pose in a criminal prosecution (the Dick Tracy case in Portland's recent past), was not likely to let private reasons cloud his judgment on what he saw as a matter of public interest. Milner was said to be in charge of the immigration station, the defense having been presented by him.

Lawrence E. Leech—Former Los Angeles County Committee member for the Communist Party, Leech is said to have gone to Portland and offered to testify against Bridges at hearings in that city. Leech was subpoenaed in Los Angeles, he was said to have been a member of the Oregon National Guard.
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